Rifco National Auto Finance
SENIOR ANALYST, PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS AND REPORTING
Are you ready to start a new adventure with a growth oriented, forward looking -company? Does
seeking out new frontiers of data and analytics grab your attention in a meaningful way? Then you
should keep reading and think about applying.
Rifco National Auto Finance wants to lay the groundwork for leading edge constructs in data, analytics
and reporting so in turn we can lead the industry. The future is full of opportunity and game changing
ideas but we need the foundation to fully test and exploit them. Rifco is looking for builders and
explorers.
As an individual contributor or part of a team have you experience:
•
•
•
•
•

Developing a corporate data warehouse, inhouse or outsourced
Building reports using BI Tools and fluent in multiple query languages
Conducting deep dive analytical exercises into business, financial or operational performance
Used words like predictive, correlational, algorithm, statistical or modelling to describe your
pride projects
Providing audit and /or reconciliation to validate the integrity of data and reports

If you have formal training (university, college or other) to do any of the above and been working within
a technology centric business department for over 5 years you should consider the role of Senior
Analyst, Performance Analytics and Reporting.
The objective is simple build the best and make it better. We will start with a blank page and go from
there. You will lead and not be led.
Are you ready? Let’s talk
Rifco National Auto Finance has been providing Canadians with non-prime auto financing options since
2002. We’ve secured ourselves as one of Canada’s fastest growing auto financing companies due to our
personalized service and commitment to building strong, long-lasting partnerships. Headquartered in
Red Deer, Alberta we pride ourselves on a fun, friendly and successful partnership with our clients,
employees and the community.

